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Figure 1: The system workflow, inherited from VideoFall in VBS’22, consists of two stages of indexing and retrieving.

ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present the second release of VideoCLIP, an in-

teractive CLIP-based video retrieval system that participated in

the Video Browser Showdown 2023. While we continue to use the

underlying architecture to map the content between image and text,

we concentrate on improving the user experience for novice users.

Specifically, we have implemented three different query modalities

and redesigned the user interface in order to adapt to the context

of the Interactive Video Retrieval for Beginners (IVR4B) workshop.

These modifications ultimately aim to provide newcomers with a

simple and efficient user experience to locate the desired videos.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Interactive Video Retrieval (IVR) systems allow users to search

for and retrieve video content from large video archives. Over the

recent years, there have been many IVR systems developed, each

of which takes a unique approach to tackling the IVR challenge.

To assist in the comparative evaluation of various approaches to

interactive video and multimodal data retrieval, a number of bench-

marking challenges have been established, such as Video Browser

Showdown (VBS) [7, 10] or Lifelog Search Challenge (LSC) [5] to
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provide large-scale datasets and evaluation protocols that measure

progress and support impactful comparisons between different

systems. In IVR challenges, participants are required to complete

multiple tasks of finding relevant video clips given an information

need (either a video clip or a textual description) within a given

period of time. The system’s performance will be evaluated based

on the score, which measures both the accuracy of retrieval and

the search time elapsed when relevant content was found. In such

benchmarking challenges, these systems are usually operated by

experienced system developers (called experts), rather than novice

users, who would be typical of the end-users of IVR systems. To

address this issue, the Interactive Video Retrieval for Beginners

(IVR4B) workshop is organised to evaluate the effectiveness of

video retrieval systems specifically for novice users who have little

knowledge of how IVR systems work and VideoCLIP in particu-

lar. Similarly to the VBS2022 competition, the IVR4B’s organisers

provide a collection of 17,235 videos from two set of the Vimeo

Creative Commons Collection: V3C1 [3] and V3C2 [15].

Based on a system [12] that participated in VBS2023, VideoCLIP,

is a re-designed IVR system for the IVR4Bworkshop that is designed

for novice users. In particular, the system, which exploits state-

of-the-art joint image-text embedding models, enables users to

search for videos using various search modalities such as free-text

search, search by example, and temporal search. Meanwhile, the

user interface (UI) is also being revised to offer users an intuitive

and efficient search experience.

2 RELATED RESEARCH
There are many high-scoring systems that have participated in

the VBS in recent years. Vibro, the winner of both VBS2022 and

VBS2023, integrates state-of-the-art search features with a novel

visualisation interface [8, 16]. Both systems support text query-

ing, query-by-example, and nearest neighbour search, with year-

on-year advancements in all system components. Another high

performing system, VISIONE [1, 2] supports a related feature set,

such as spatial colours and object search, visual similarity, semantic

similarity, and free text search.

Reviewing top-performing VBS systems in recent years suggests

that free text search and temporal search are required components,

along with a strong embedding model supporting retrieval. The

popular embeddingmodel, CLIP [14], is a powerful joint-embedding

model for both text and images and has been integrated into many

state-of-the-art systems, taking top places in VBS. Our previous

retrieval systems, VideoFall [13] and VideoCLIP [12], are both CLIP-

integrated retrieval systems. For VideoFall, we attempted to cre-

ate a hierarchical multi-user search taking advantage of diversity

in terms of prompts, but the final performance is lower than we

expected with regard to network instability between users and

overhead on data transmission. In the next version, the multi-user

feature has been removed in VideoCLIP aiming for better perfor-

mance expectations with a new feature, meta-search. In this paper,

we describe VideoCLIP, which is a refined version of VideoCLIP

aimed at novice users.

3 SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The system workflow is inherited from our previous version of

VideoFall [13] as illustrated in Figure 1. While the latest embed-

ding models are implemented to exploit the semantic meanings

between image and text alongside the metadata extracted from

the given dataset, three different search modalities are integrated

to support users, especially non-expert users, in looking for the

desired moments in different scenarios.

3.1 Embedding Models
The CLIP model, which stands for Contrastive Language-Image Pre-

Training, has gained popularity in various research fields ranging

from image classification, and image similarity to image captioning

due to its ability to map the semantic meanings between visual

concepts and natural language. This model has proven to be very

effective, and it is considered the state-of-the-art embedding model

for many teams in the VBS challenge, including our team Video-

CLIP. To further enhance the performance of the embedding model,

we create an ensemble model from the two latest large CLIP models

[14], ResNet-50 [6] model (ResNet50x64), and a Vision Transformer

[4] pre-trained at 336-pixel resolution (ViT-L/14@336p). The model

is responsible for converting both visual and textual information

into numerical vectors in the same feature space, and then mea-

suring the similarity between them. By implementing this model,

we can support complex queries that go beyond the traditional

keyword-matching queries.

3.2 Search Modalities
Free-text search. The free-text search is widely considered the

most popular query modality among video retrieval systems, which

allows users to type in any kind of text describing the visual content

they are looking for in the target keyframes. With advances in

natural language processing, input queries, natural text without

requiring any specialized knowledge of the underlying retrieval

algorithms, will be converted into high-dimensional feature vectors

in the same space as the preprocessed visual features. By mapping

pairs of textual and visual feature vectors, the system enables users

to measure the similarity score between them and return the most

relevant videos for the given descriptions.

Query-by-example search. The query-by-example search func-

tion provides an alternative search option when the input query is

difficult to describe. This works using the FAISS library (Facebook

AI Similarity Search) [9], providing efficient similarity search and

clustering of dense vectors in high-dimensional feature vectors.

This feature is handy when searching for specific visual elements

that might be difficult to describe textually, or when seeking visually

similar content to a single keyframe.

Temporal search. In addition to the two above search options, we

also support temporal search, allowing users to look for a sequence

of content, rather than a single item. To enable temporal search,

we rank the consecutive sequence of frames from each video by

measuring the possibility that they match the sequences of times-

tamped inputs. Initially, users will input a hint from the description

as a normal text-based search. Then, each time a new hint is dis-

played, users will add a new sub-query based on their temporal
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order. Consequently, the new score will be calculated by the combi-

nation of the previous score for each video between the tabs with

the same weights. For example, suppose a user has a query such as

“Hands of a kid applying glue to an egg carton and then a view of a
sculpture made of those cartons. In the second shot, the camera pans
up along green and turquoise egg cartons. In the first shot, we see a
jar with white glue, the bottom of an egg carton, and the kid holding
a brush.”. In this case, users can input the initial hint as a text-based

search and then add other two subsequent sub-queries with the

order in which events occurred to refine their search results. The

final ranked list result will consist of half of the first query and half

of the second, taking into account both the textual information and

the temporal order of events specified by the users.

4 USER INTERFACE AND USER INTERACTION
4.1 User Interface
To support novice users, we prioritise improving the user interface

(UI) and user experience (UX) to ease each use case while browsing.

The UI of the system consists of four main areas: (A) the search
section, (B) themain result section, (C) temporal result visualisation,

and (D) the miscellaneous section as illustrated in Figure 2.

(A) Search Section. In this section, users may use the query input

for free-text search along with OCR filtering for visible text in

the content. The search section also includes three temporal tabs

that are ordered chronologically, with the first tab representing

the earliest point in the video, followed by the other tabs. While

searching in a particular tab, users can switch between tabs freely,

allowing them to quickly and easily find the desired moment with

temporal information. The bottom bar is the historical action result

list, which was inspired by the LifeSeeker system [11]. This bar will

support users in their search by providing a reference point to return

to any previous stage when necessary. For instance, the current

stage in Figure 2 is depicted as “Search”, and users can navigate

back to any previous search or filter step without experiencing any

waiting time.

(B) Main Result Section. The result from part A is displayed in

descending order regarding similarity scores in this area. Moreover,

when users switch temporal tabs in part A, the result in this main

section will be updated accordingly, as well as navigated back and

forth in the historical action result list. In some cases, the number

of keyframes in the result section may exceed the height of the

panel, making it necessary for users to scroll down to locate the

target keyframes.

(C) Temporal Result Visualisation. Keyframes listed in this sec-

tion are the result of part A according to the re-ranked score. Each

item is based on the main result in part B with the score adjusted

as mentioned on temporal search in Section 3.2. Temporal search

will be enabled when a search section in more than one temporal

tab is filled. Since each item is based on the main result, results in

this section are changed when users switch temporal tabs.

(D) Miscellaneous Section. The two tabs in this area take respon-

sibility for visualising the result list of similar keyframes and the

bookmarked relevant keyframes. Unlike the main result section

and temporal result section, which are dependent on the temporal

tab, this section is independent, making it easier for novice users

to navigate.

4.2 User Interaction
The user interaction in such a retrieval system involves a number

of steps that enable users to input their queries and refine their

search criteria until they find the desired image or video segment.

At the initial stage, the system presents an empty visualisation.

Users can type the natural language description in the query box,

which shows “Type anything” to begin the process. Users may

also add words to the OCR filter box to narrow down the search

space. Afterwards, the result panel will display the score-based

ranked list result of images matching the given input, enabling

users to navigate through it to find the most relevant one. Each

displayed keyframe will have four buttons corresponding to submit,

bookmark, query-by-example, and view all keyframes, providing

users with further navigation options.

As per task requirements, some queries are based on chronological

order, and users may utilise temporal search by using the free-

text search on each temporal tab. When users input all the queries

needed in timely order, they may switch temporal tabs to adjust

the temporal result list to find the target moment.

Novice users may have difficulty expressing the right prompts,

and free-text search may not always be possible to find the target

keyframes. On the other hand, they may have a desire to look for

images related to one of the previous results. Query-by-example

is designed for this use case in which users are free to choose any

keyframes to search for it visually similar ones. This function is

also helpful when it comes to the ad-hoc search task that requires

locating as many relevant videos to the given query as possible.

The last two features are bookmarking and viewing all keyframes.

While users are searching for each task, they may bookmark rel-

evant keyframes for future references when they are uncertain

which keyframe is the most relevant. To view all keyframes, users

can choose a keyframe to inspect other keyframes from the same

video in a timely order.

Once the users find the most relevant keyframes representing the

videos they are looking for, they can submit them at any time during

the allocated time for that task. Lastly, when a single task is finished,

users have the option to reset all the prompts and result lists via

the clear button to be ready for the incoming task.

5 DISCUSSION
One of themajor challenges our system, VideoCLIP, faced in VBS2023

was related to the network connection and storage. The VideoCLIP

system is currently implemented and hosted in our remote server

machine, which requires a stable network connection to access

and runs the system in real time. We encountered unpredictably

slow response and display times due to the enormous size of the

dataset and the high demand for the network response. This unfor-

tunately had a negative impact on VideoCLIP’s performance. To

overcome this problem, we propose to move the architecture to our

local machine and use the network for submission only which will

significantly reduce the burden on the network and improve the
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Figure 2: User Interface Prototype of VideoCLIP in IVR4B

overall performance of the system. Besides, an external hard disk

will be used to store all datasets and the processed data for faster

image visualisation.

6 CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the improvements made to our retrieval system,

VideoCLIP, for the video retrieval benchmark for beginners in

IVR4B workshop are significant. By incorporating the state-of-the-

art embedding model, we have enhanced the video representations

as keyframes, which will enable more efficient retrieval of rele-

vant videos given the descriptions. In addition, we have offered

three search options including free-text, search with example, and

temporal search allowing users to vary the way to look for the

targets. Furthermore, the UI has also been improved with better

visualisation and additional functionalities in an effort to make the

user experience not only more convenient but also more efficient in

the process of video retrieval. We believe that these modifications

will enable our system to achieve highly competitive results in this

year’s competition.
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